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Abstract

Computerized adaptive testing (CAT) is an active current research field in psychometrics and

educational measurement. However, there is very little software available to handle such adap-
tive tasks. The R package catR was developed to perform adaptive testing with as much flexibility

as possible, in an attempt to provide a developmental and testing platform to the interested user.

Several item-selection rules and ability estimators are implemented. The item bank can be pro-

vided by the user or randomly generated from parent distributions of item parameters. Three

stopping rules are available. The output can be graphically displayed.
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Computerized adaptive testing (CAT) is an active current research field in psychometrics and

educational measurement. However, there is very little software available to handle such adap-

tive tasks, the program FireStar (Choi, 2009) and the SAS macro SIMCAT (Raı̂che & Blais,

2006) being probably the most suitable CAT software to date. The R package catR was devel-

oped to perform adaptive testing with as much flexibility as possible, in an attempt to provide

a developmental and testing platform to the interested user.

The catR package permits the user to generate CAT response patterns and holds many design

options. First, the item bank can be either provided by the user or randomly generated by spec-

ifying the parent distributions of the item parameters. The four-parameter logistic model (Barton

& Lord, 1981) is implemented as the baseline item response theory model. The first test item(s)

can be selected either by the user or from some prior ability levels, or can be randomly input into

the item bank. Four ability estimators can be considered: maximum likelihood, Bayes’s modal,

expected a posteriori, and weighted likelihood (see, for example, Baker & Kim, 2004; van der

Linden & Glas, 2000). Normal prior, uniform prior, and Jeffreys prior are available as prior abil-

ity distributions. Seven item-selection criteria are currently implemented: maximum information

criterion, maximum likelihood or weighted posterior information, maximum expected informa-

tion, minimum expected posterior variance, Urry’s criterion, and random selection (Choi &

Swartz, 2009; van der Linden & Pashley, 2000). The three available stopping rules are based
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either on the length of the test, the precision of the current ability estimate, or whether the ability

level can be classified into one group of abilities with some prespecified confidence level. The

output of catR is organized such that it is easy to read and to interpret, and it contains all relevant

information, for example, input options, provisional results of the adaptive process, and final

ability estimation and inference. Graphical representations of the estimated ability patterns are

also available.

The R package catR is available for free from the website http://www.r-project.org and works

under Windows, Linux, and MacOS platforms. A reference manual (in PDF format) is also avail-

able from that website. The current version of catR is 1.4. Version 2.12.0 (or later) of the R soft-

ware should be installed for optimal functioning of catR.
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